
2019 Propane Program - Tanks
Tank Rental          

Annually
420 lb. cylinder (364 litres) $90.00
500 USWG tank (1609 litres) $95.00
1000 USWG tank (3218 litres)  $170.00

Tank Purchase          (Customer owned tanks earn $0.015/litre propane discount.)

420 lb. cylinder (364 litres) $816
500 USWG tank (1609 litres) $2,595
1000 USWG tank (3218 litres)  $4,614

Tank Installations       

420 lb. cylinder $175
500 & 1000 USWG $350

Tank Monitor

Purchase $200
Annual Rental $30

Inspections           

400 Richardson Road, Orangeville, Ontario L9W 4W8
Ph: 519-941-2401  Fax: 519-941-8462  Toll Free: 1-800-637-5910

All prices listed vary depending on the actual installation conditions, call for a written quote at no cost or obligation.  
HST is extra @ 13%.

Propane tanks are either customer owned or rented annually to the customer.   Rental rates will remain fixed during the life 
of the tank.  Tanks for seasonal use are purchased only.

During the rental term tanks may be purchased for the current purchase price less 4% annual depreciation 

Regulations require that the first fill of any propane tank is dependent upon satisfactory inspection of appliances and gas 
supply system by the propane supply company.  In the case of HVAC installations by BRYAN’S FUEL the cost of this inspection 
is included in the installation price.  A $65 fee will cover most inspections and both satisfy regulatory requirements and put 
the homeowner at ease that all propane systems are operating in a safe manner.  Any deficiencies to code must be corrected 
before delivery is made and are not included in the GASCheck inspection fee.

Tank installation prices listed includes the customer taking ownership of all piping, regulators and tank bases.  Cylinders can 
be placed directly against a building wall, while storage containers larger than 420 lb. cylinders must be a minimum 10 feet 
from buildings, property lines and ignition sources.  The prices listed for 500 and 1000 Gal include trenching and 50 feet of 
buried piping. Piping greater than 50’ is $1.5/ft. excluding trenching or $5/ft including trenching.  Trench price includes raked 
finish but not sod or seeding. 420 price does not include any piping or trenching.

A satelite Tank monitor can be installed on your propane tank to monitor the volume of propane in your tank in real time 
helping to ensure you never run out of propane. Bryan's Fuel covers the cost of monitoring.


